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The bestselling health and hygiene guide for boys 8 and older updated with a brand-new look.

Written by a prominent pediatrician. Acknowledged by parents and educators for its kid-friendly

nonthreatening style and thorough coverage of the physical and emotional issues surrounding

puberty and adolescence. Best of all, boys love it! As one fan wrote, "My son won't put the book

down! He keeps referring to it. Two thumbs up!" The Boy's Body Guide is packed with health and

hygiene advice that young men can read on their own and put to use today as they grow and take

responsibility for the care and health of their bodies. For ages 8 and up. Â The new edition features:

* Fresh new cover * Entirely redesigned all-color interior * New illustrations * Updated content
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5-Stars:Â Excellent resource for boys to understand their own bodies.Â (August 23, 2009) --Steven

from BookDads.com

"Even though most won't admit it, every young man asks the questions this book answers." --Greta

L.B. Laube, M.D.

This is a great book. I bought it for my eight year old son and he read it easily. I had read the review



of one who tore out the masturbation page so I read it before I gave it to him to see if it was really all

that bad. It was nothing new or too graphic for an eight year old so maybe some people are just a bit

too sensitive. Regardless, we read the book and it helped answer some questions he had been

having. He feels more knowledgeable and prepared for what will come.

I purchased for 8 year old boy and allow him to choose the chapters. I leave out for him to read @

leisure when he visits here. We have read two chapters and so far skipped the masturbation

chapterÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â…I like this book and think appropriate.

9yo son enjoyed reading it, even coming up to me and making sure I knew how things work. Would

definitely recommend to any boy with questions about changes.

Great book for my 8 year old austic son. I love that this book has a few pages "personal notes" so

my son could write his own thoughts down.

Love it !!!

I am very open and matter of fact when it comes to development with both my boys and girls. I was

hoping to find a book that targeted boys (like my girls have with the American Girl doll books). This

book provides surface information only and it is not written with enough detail about topics specific

to boys. The "It's Not the Stork" series is WAY better, though not targeting boys specfically. I would

not recommend this book to anyone.

While the information in the book is good, the dated looking, grayscale illustrations left me cold and

the layout of text and graphics is boring as well. This may seem picky, but the reality is we live in a

very visual world. If a text can't hold a child's attention they won't read it.Those criticisms aside, this

has the potential to be a good book in addition to the book "What's Happening to Me?" as it does

cover a few topics not covered in "What's Happening to Me?"What's Happening to Me?: Boys

Edition (What's Happening to Me?). If you're only going to spring for one book, however, I wouldn't

make it this one. If the publisher fixed some of the graphics and layout issues to better appeal to the

target audience, I would have moved my rating up to 4 stars. The information it contains is sound

and needs to be covered with our boys.One of the reviewers mentioned removing the page on

masturbation. By doing that one also removes the section called "How Things Change!" that



discussed the physical changes a boy's genital area experiences during puberty, what an erection is

and about wet dreams, and, that those are all normal. I would not recommend removing page 37/38,

two of the more important pages in the book when discussing the physical changes during puberty.I

hope this book is reprinted in a more accessible format. It has the potential to be an important book

in your child's life.

good good good
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